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Persona 5 fishing guardian

Persona 5 brings back its fishing mini game and is not only improved, but it also carries some secrets that can be tried. One of the hardest fish to catch in the game also results in a trophy called the 'Pond Keeper' and there are certain requirements for catching this legendary fish in the game. To unlock fishing in Persona 5It unlock fishing mini-game, you will
need to read a specific book in the game called 'Fishpond Spotter'. This will unlock the area where it is possible to catch fish. In addition, you can also accept the invitation given by Ryuji during a certain point in the game that unlocks the fishing area and mini game. To catch the legendary fish 'The Keeper of the Pond' To prepare to catch the Pond Keeper,
you need to buy a book called 'Essence of Fishing' which can be a bough from Shinjuku. This book makes it easy for you to see fish using your third eye and where the fishing line needs to land to catch them. Once you unlock and improve your fishing skills, you'll need to get enough points, about 400, to buy top class Boilie. You can earn these points faster
by catching fish tags or by purchasing medium or large Boilie baits to catch fish that helps achieve these points. Persona 5 Guide: Answer all exams and questions in the classroomEverything when you have the necessary bait and the necessary skills, you will need to catch up to 6 fish in order for the Guardian to spawn in the river. It appears as a long
golden fish if you use the third eye so once you spot it, be sure to throw away your fishing line so you can catch it. You will have to be careful because you only have to trap it when it approaches the surface so that you can continue luring it with bait until it approaches and wed it, which will also require fewer pushes of the button. Persona 5 will be released on
April 4 for PS3 and PS4. Fishing is a mini game in Persona 4 and Persona 5. Appearances[edit | edit source] Persona 4 / Golden Persona 5 / Royal Profile[edit | edit source] Fishing Samegawe in Persona 4. Persona 4[| source] The protagonist is able to spend his time fishing on the Samegawa flood plains. Access to the mini game can be gained by talking
to an old man facing the river bed from 1 May onwards. If the protagonist tells him to enjoy fishing, he will get ten fish baits as an appetizer and teaches him the technique of fishing. The protagonist's Diligence Social Stat plays an important role during a fishing mini-game, as its level of diligence determines how many fishing attempts it can do, with a
maximum of 5. Fishing also occupies the whole afternoon or evening, depending on the weather. Fishing requires bait, which can be obtained by cooking dishes in the kitchen or from the hostess outside the Residence Dojima. More baits can also be obtained by trading with an old man, with needs to be changed by months. For fishing, the O button should
be pressed whenever the insert sinks and continue to crush the O button to enter it. The fish will generate different vibrational intenses of the controller before pulling the line: the lightest pulses will be from Red Goldfish, Amber Seema or Inaba Trout. Moderate impulses will be generated by Genji Ayu and The Huge Fish. And the biggest, unmistakable pulse
will be generated by the Guardian. If you are looking for a specific fish, the O button can be pressed before the float sinks to try again, without choking the bait or trying to fish. Larger species of fish will randomly generate a second button to be pressed during the catch, as indicated by the on-screen query. Different species of fish appear depending on the
time and month. The chances of the appearance of larger fish are higher on rainy days. Name Effect Weather Moon Red Goldfish Heals 10 HP Allies Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy From April onwards Genji Ayu heals 25 hp allies Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy From April onwards Amber Seema treats 50 hp allies Sunny, cloudy, rainy from April onwards Inaba Trout treats
100 hp allies Sunny, cloudy, rainy from April onwards Huge fish cures 200 hp allies Cloudy , Rainy From August onwards Guardian* Recovering SP allies Cloudy , Rainy - Note: The Guardian can only be caught with a set of fishfish obtained from an old man during Quest 48. Persona 4 Golden[edit | edit source] Capturing the Hachiro Octopus on Shichiri
Beach Elements such as Diligence, bait and button presses have been retained in Golden, albeit with a few changes. The protagonist does not have to go in search of a fishing rod, instead he can get River Rod from an old man by presenting him with a hook. This hook can be obtained by talking to Shiroku hostess and giving jewels from the Midnight Canal
and Tatsuhime ladybugs from the shrine. Baits now come in the form of breadcrumbs and insects. These baits determine the type of fish that can be entered. Breadcrumbs are received from shiroku hostesses by exchanging them with Tatsuhime ladybugs, while insects can be caught in a sanctuary with an insect catching net. These fish can then be
exchanged for jewels with The Lady in White at the sanctuary. For fishing, the protagonist should choose his bait, and then press the O button whenever the hook sinks. One bait can attract two different types of fish, but the type of fish in which it would be wooed can be determined by looking at the waves. For example, strong white waves point to the
Guardian. Weather conditions also determine the type of fish, with stronger appearing in rainy conditions. Pressing the O button will generate a multicolored gauge of blue, yellow, orange and red. The pointer slides along the gauge, and the protagonist must aim to hold the O button over the blue strip to wrap the fish. Holding on other colors will reset the
reeling, and holding the button on the red color will result in failure. The name Effect Bait 1 Bait 2 Red Goldfish returns 10 SP to the ally. Breadcrumbs - Genji Ayu returns 25 hp to an ally. Tatsuhime Ladybug Amber Seema's breadcrumbs return 50 hp to an ally. Tatsuhime Bubamara Yaso Locust Inaba trout returns 100 hp to an ally. Yaso Locust Meiou
Cricket Huge Fish Restores All HP. Meiou Cricket Inaba Jewel Guardian renews all SP's one-ally. Inaba Jewel Bug - The protagonist is also able to fish on Shichiri Beach, provided he unlocked the location by taking a long ride on his scooter 3 times, and he caught the river keeper from the Samegawa flood plain, allowing him to receive a Deep Sea stick by
talking to an old man. Quest 15: Shichiri Beach Guardian can be unlocked from approving the search from Fox. Name Effect Bait 1 Bait 2 Hachiro Octopus Recovers 10 SP Allies Daimyo Grasshopper Heike Heike Beetle Meguro Tuna Heals All HP Allies Heike Stag Beetle Genji Beetle Sea Guardian Recovers All SP Allies Genji Beetle - Persona 5[edit | edit
source] 『ペルソナ5』ショートムービー【市ヶ⾕で釣り編】 Fishing in Ichigaya in Persona 5. The pond takes place in Ichigaya, which needs to be unlocked by reading the book Fishpond Spotter. Otherwise, Ryuji Sakamoto will invite the protagonist to visit on 6 October. When the protagonist travels to Ichigaya, he will have to pay 3,000 for fishing during
the day. However, there is a discount during the evening, which instead costs 1,000 yen. When he pays, he'll get seven little boilers. When the protagonist begins to fish, he will have to choose the bait he wants to use: depending on the size, the protagonist will be able to get caught in different types of fish. After that, the protagonist will have to shift the
direction of his casting, before he has to time the power of his casting he wants to use, which determines distance. The protagonist can start the process at any time. The number of attempts the protagonist has in fishing per session is standard 2, and is further enhanced by the ranking of his social stat expertise (Rank + 2). Successfully reeling in fish rewards
it with one point of expertise. The protagonist is also limited to how many times he can succeed in re-entering. If he does it too many times, he won't be able to fish for the rest of the session. However, this number can be expanded by purchasing stronger fishing rods. If the protagonist has gone fishing at least once, he will be able to buy the book The
Essence of Fishing. Reading will unlock his third eye while he fishes. Using it helps the protagonist determine which fish will give him more points. Catching fish gives the protagonists points according to the type and size of their catch. A particular fish is marked with double These points can be used to buy more baits and fishing rods. On nights with rainy
weather, tagged fish are more common. The rarest fish, the Ichigaya Guardian, functions differently from a normal catch. To catch him, the protagonist's proficiency statistics must rank 5. The Guardian also spawns depending on the weather and weather: normally, it will appear during the last attempt to re-howl the protagonist, but if it is a rainy night, it will
spawn at the beginning. In New Game+, fishing rod upgrades can be transferred, although earned points cannot be. Stavka Efekt Cijena Srednje Boilie Srednje ribe 60 pt Veliki Boilie Velika riba 250 pt Top-klasa Boilie Bilo riba 400 pt Casual štap Ribolov može uspjeti 3 puta 300 pt Snažan štap Ribolov može uspjeti 4 puta 2,2,000 pt Čudo štap Ribolov može
uspjeti 5 puta 10,000 pt Boilie Riba Veličina Nagrada Mali Benikin &lt;10cm 20= pt=10cm 30= pt=&gt;10cm 40 pt Sarabuna &lt;15cm 30= pt=15cm 40= pt=&gt;15cm 50 pt Miyabitanago &lt;20cm 40= pt=20cm 50= pt=&gt;20cm 60 pt Srednji Nanairomasu &lt;30cm 100= pt=30cm 150= pt=&gt;30cm 200 pt Bijeli &lt;40cm 200= pt=40cm 250= pt=&gt;šaran
40cm 300 pt Otakaramasu &lt;50cm 300= pt=50cm 350= pt=&gt;50cm 400 pt Veliki Delish Bitterling &lt;50cm 600= pt=50cm 700= pt=&gt;50cm 800 pt Mus Pčela &lt;80cm 800= pt=80cm 1000= pt=&gt;80cm 1200 pt Top-klasa Ichigaya Guardian &lt;120cm 4500= pt=120cm 5000= pt=&gt;120cm 5500 pt Persona 5 Royal[edit | edit source] A new rod has been
added to The Persona 5 Royal, allowing the protagonist to fail fishing 6 times. It costs 28,000 points. The Ichigaya Guardian is no longer lured by the top-notch Boilie: instead, the protagonist needs to buy an unidentified Boilie for 1,200 points, which can only lure the Ichigaya Guardian, alongside a new breed of Guardian, the Ichigaya Kingpin. To capture the
Guardian, the protagonist's proficiency statistics must now rank 4 or higher, as for the Kingpin, it must be Act 5. If the weather is normal, both the Guardian and the Kingpin will spawn during the 7th attempt after they catch 6 fish in a row. However, despite the Guardian being able to be caught on Rank 4, this method still requires the protagonist's expertise to
be maxed out, as he would not have had enough attempts to pull it off. If it's evening and the weather is rainy, snowy or there's a weather warning, both fish will spawn on step one. In Rank 4 Expertise, it is the only viable method to catch the Guardian. Guardian.
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